
The great Italian architecture will sail on the coast of Miami, and will do it with Antonio Citterio's Art - and Art . After 
Richard Meier and Renzo Piano, Meda's architect arrives in the exclusive Surfside resort , with a complex ocean front 
hosting 16 ultra-luxury residences The project will be the first to be signed by the master in the United States in collaboration 
with Kobi Karp Architecture & Interior Design. Recall that the "starchitect" Citterio, twice Compasso d'oro, boasts together 
with the Antonio Citterio studio , Patricia Viel facilities such as Bulgari hotels in Dubai, London, Milan and Bali, and the 
Mandarin Oriental in Milan.



http://www.elledecor.it/news/antonio-citterio-progetto-miami-arte

The ultra-luxury project will cover nearly 16,000 square feet of surface and occupy a whole acre beach front. The list of 
amenities and services is long and worthy of a prime residential area: indoor and outdoor swimming pools, spa, fitness room, 
tennis courts: there will even be a golf simulator and a sports club. The common gardens around the property will be drawn 
by Enzo Enea's studio , one of the most renowned in the world in landscape architecture, and will together with the spa create a 
paradise of leisure and relaxation, from which one of the ART artist's sculptures will be admired Robert Indiana, who will be in
front of the building.

Inspired by the 30s modernism that dominated the Miami landscape in the past, Antonio Citterio's art is designed as a "expansive 
terrain" structure. The underlying idea is a meeting between outdoor living and the privacy of residents. Of particular effect is 
that the surface of the balconies sometimes rivales with the interior space.

As for the materials, Citterio brings a bit of architecture history to Miami: the exterior (along with some elements of the 
landscape) will be realized in Roman travertine, which together with the oak wood will keep the interior cool by reflecting the 
sun and buying Fascinate with time. Brass, chosen for window frames, contrasts the façade's clear colorations.

To admire Art at Surfside, we can rest assured: the end of the work is scheduled for 2018, there is still time to learn how to 
balance on a surfboard!


